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The perfect robot for every application
Beckhoff has launched a breakthrough concept for robotics applications in the form of ATRO. This exceptionally 
flexible, modular system allows users to put together robot kinematics that fit their application perfectly. A 
highlight of the system is the internal media feed for data, power and fluids, which provides endless rotation 
capabilities to all robot axes.

Automation Technology for Robotics (ATRO): The modular industrial robot system
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ATRO enables users to create almost any robot design for their application from 

the available modules – from a simple 1-axis rotary indexing table application or 

delta kinematics through to multi-axis articulated robots. The holistic approach 

of the Beckhoff technology plays a key role in user-friendly commissioning 

and handling, not least because the direct integration of the robot system into 

the PC-based control platform is the only way to create a truly optimized and 

complete solution for a machine or plant. This reduces the number of controllers 

needed to just one industrial PC, even with multiple robots.

Exceptionally diverse kinematics with internal media feed

ATRO kinematics are made up of active joints in the form of motor modules. The 

motor modules are available in different designs: straight modules in I-shape 

or angled modules in L-shape, which are available in five power classes. Each 

motor module forms a complete drive system for one axis of the robot – i.e., all 

of the electronics needed to control the axes are built into the modules, includ-

ing an EtherCAT-based servo drive, the motor complete with brake and a highly 

compact gearbox. This reduces the control requirements to just one controller 

or else integrates it into the existing machine control system. It also means that 

the only external components required are a power supply and a control system, 

which significantly reduces the space required in the control cabinet. 

In addition to the active motor modules, the following connection modules 

without drives are available: 

– base modules for mounting, including media feed

– link modules with I, L and Y-shapes for implementing individual robot con-

figurations

– system modules that can be used to integrate additional functions such as

a camera

With all these components, optimal robot structures can be assembled for a 

wide variety of applications on an individual and flexible basis. After all, not  

every application requires a 6-axis articulated-arm robot, for example. A pick-and-

place task will often get by with four degrees of freedom and so only requires 

four axes. Saving on two drive axes in this way not only cuts costs, but also re-

duces the weight and increases the permissible payload accordingly. In addition, 

the same motor and link modules can be used to assemble completely different 

kinematics, which minimizes variance in the inventory and increases flexibility. 

This is especially the case since the standardized motor modules, together with 

link modules in various designs and lengths, enable almost limitless mechanical 

combinations for users to implement their own kinematics. These include:

– 1-axis rotary indexing table with integrated power feed

– 2-axis tracking unit

– 3-axis pick-and-place robot

– 4-axis SCARA robot

– 5-axis palletizing robot

– 6-axis serial robot

– 7-axis system to increase the reach/articulation for hard-to-reach areas

All modules used are interconnected via the ATRO interface, which guarantees a 

rigid mechanical connection and passes through the media that is fed in. Data, 
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With ATRO, a robot/cobot solution can be adapted precisely to 

the task at hand with any number of axes, and is freely scalable, 

modifiable and expandable..
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power and fluids (compressed air, vacuum or water) can therefore be guided 

internally through the modules in the ATRO kinematics. Conventional robotic 

solutions, on the other hand, route media externally and are therefore limited in 

rotation and use of the workspace. These limitations are completely eliminated 

with the Beckhoff solution – each axis can be rotated endlessly, which enables 

better Cartesian accessibility as well as short positioning paths. Furthermore, in-

terfering contours (due to externally located cables, for example) and interfering 

torques (especially in the case of cobots) are avoided by eliminating external 

media feeds. 

The media is also supplied again via the ATRO interfaces, and virtually any 

robotic tools can be integrated with ease, including mechanical, pneumatic or 

electric gripper systems. Another major advantage is that all media feeds are 

designed in a way that preserves the endless rotation of the axes right through 

to the end effector.

System integration without limits

With ATRO, Beckhoff offers a highly flexible robot system that provides all 

essential machine functionalities due to its deep integration into the TwinCAT 

automation software. These include image processing for sophisticated appli-

cations (such as bin picking), optimized motion performance through machine 
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Above left: Internal media feed from  

the base to the end effector

Left: The internal media feed allows  

endless rotation for all axes.

Above: With ATRO, users benefit from optimally matched 

hardware and software components from a single source.
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machine builders and end users have the opportunity to implement fully 

integrated automation solutions for the first time. The benefits of the holistic 

system concept are twofold: First, it features optimally matched hardware and 

software components from a single source, from the machine’s power supply 

to cobot-enabled modules. Second, all functions such as robotics, PLC, vision, 

safety, cloud connectivity and machine learning are fully integrated on a single 

control platform.

Flexibility and openness for real investment security

As a seamlessly integrated control component, ATRO marks a real turning point 

in the development of robots and enables machine builders to offer produc-

tion-ready machines with fully integrated robotics and their own kinematics. 

The modular and scalable features of the complete solution ensure both the 

future compatibility and investment security of the machine. The robot can be 

used flexibly on different machines and the application can be easily adapted 

to new tasks. 

The key feature is absolute freedom in the robot or cobot configuration. After all, 

the scalable and easily pluggable motor and link modules make it possible to im-

plement individual robot solutions combined with the capacity to be expanded 

and modified at any time. Machine builders benefit from the flexibility to imple-

ment their own kinematics, while end users can quickly and easily adapt their 

robotics solution to changing production conditions at any time. The process for 

modifications is extremely efficient: the respective structures are scanned by 

the control system and the TwinCAT robotics functions automatically create the 

corresponding new control application – including a digital twin. 

In terms of the control architecture, ATRO benefits from the familiar open 

structure of the Beckhoff PC-based control technology. The ATRO system, 

which comprises a complete robot system that meets the requirements of the 

corresponding EN ISO 10218-1 standard, can be connected to all conceivable 

interfaces in cell or plant communication (PROFINET, EtherNet/IP, OPC UA) or 

to a cloud solution. As a high-performance communication system, EtherCAT is 

used to control the modules in sub-millisecond cycles. The many benefits of this 

also include easy integration of I/Os and feed axes.
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More information:
www.beckhoff.com/atro

 

The ATRO product management team (from left to right): Dr. Guido Beckmann, Uwe Bonin, and Thomas Rettig

learning, and direct cloud integration for analy-

sis and maintenance. The use of open interfaces 

and universal standards enables plug-and-play 

operation of the user’s robot configuration and 

simplifies engineering. 

The great scope of functions concentrated in a 

single control platform not only minimizes hard-

ware costs, but also ensures maximum synchro-

nization of all components and minimal delays 

in data communication. This even includes the 

direct combination with intelligent transport 

solutions such as XTS and XPlanar. Other areas 

such as communication, functional safety and 

the actual application can be integrated with 

little effort. This approach not only enables the 

configuration of an extremely powerful overall 

solution with maximized productivity, but also 

a previously unattainable reduction in machine 

footprint.

By expanding the Beckhoff portfolio with the 

ATRO modular plug-and-play robotics system, 

ATRO interface on all motor, 

link and base modules


